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ʻThe Good Wifeʼ: Cary and Kalinda
are on the same page

'The Good Wife' star Matt Czuchry hints at more Cary/Kalinda action
Amber Dowling, March 1, 2013 8:48:19 AM

With Lockhart Gardner finally out of its financial hole,The Good Wifeʼs end-of-season
run shifts its focus to how the firmʼs lawyers are dealing with all the change. For one
character, that involves a lot of self-exploration.
According to Cary portrayer Matt Czuchry, now that Alicia (Julianna Margulies) has
been offered partnership while Caryʼs deal was put on hold is going to raise a lot of
questions for the character.
“Heʼs moving forward throughout the season in helping the firm win cases and showing
his worth,” Czuchry explains to TV Guide Canada. “And it looks like thatʼs been
rewarded in partnership, and then of course that partnership is ripped away … Where
does Cary see himself now within the firm; does he want to continue exploring that
option of leaving?”
This isnʼt the first time Alicia has been offered a position over Cary. Early in the show
Diane (Christine Baranski) and Will (Josh Charles) fired the younger lawyer when faced
with the option of keeping only one, a move that sent Cary into a weird career trajectory
over the course of four seasons.
“Alicia, being a partner, has more power and control and status, so how does that affect
their working relationship?” Czuchry muses. “Itʼs going to create a kind of haves and
have nots, so to speak between Alicia and the other partners versus the other people
who are on the outs.”
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who are on the outs.”
According to Czuchry, his career trajectory, along with the moment when he finally
stood up to his father (guest star John Shea) earlier this season, were two pivotal
moments in bringing the character to his mindset after the “Red Team, Blue Team”
episode that aired two weeks ago.
“Thatʼs how weʼve seen his growth, those pinnacle moments,” Czuchry says. “I think
those are kind of the big beats. Heʼs certainly in place right now whereʼ heʼs at a
defining moment.”
With Caryʼs father set to return in the March 17 episode, “Invitation To An Inquest,” and
the always-lingering romantic tension between him and Kalinda (Archie Panjabi), things
are going to get pretty interesting for the character, to say the least.
“Kalindaʼs been through a lot of personal issues with her husband coming back, and
Caryʼs been through a lot of personal issues with his father,” Czuchry hints. “They feel
undervalued at the firm, so personally and professionally theyʼre on the same page and
I donʼt think that has ever happened before. So with that, anything is possible, in terms
of being on the same page. In terms of anything romantic happening in the future,
thereʼs an interesting scene coming up in an episode towards the end of the season
thatʼs of a personal nature. Thereʼs also some scenes tied to Cary and Kalinda of a
professional nature … Iʼll just say that.”
The Good Wife airs Sundays at 9 p.m. ET on CBS and at 10 p.m. ET on Global.
Thoughts? Sound off on TV Guide Canadaʻs Facebook and Twitter pages.
Have a TV question? Email amber@tvguide.ca, check out the latest edition of Ask
Amber, and follow Amber on Twitter.
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